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МИНИСТЕРСТВО НА ОБРАЗОВАНИЕТО, МЛАДЕЖТА И НАУКАТА 

 

REGIONAL OLYMPIAD IN ENGLISH  2010 

Group One 

 

Part Two: READING COMPREHENSION 

Directions: Read the text below and mark the sentences that follow it as True (T) or False 

(F). Use the answer sheet. 

 

It was Mrs. Packletide’s greatest wish to shoot a tiger. To tell the truth, she intended to 

do it for a very special reason. Not because she waned to make India a safer place than she had 

found it, with fewer wild animals. She had a different motive for her intention to go in for big 

game-hunting. She had a lady friend, a certain Loona Bimberton, who was pretty and elegant. 

So Mrs. Packletide naturally hated her. Once a young pilot had carried Loona eleven miles in 

an aeroplane. After that Loona could talk of nothing but her flight. Mrs. Packletide could not 

bear it. She felt she must also do something extraordinary: she would shoot a tiger, bring the 

tiger skin to London, give interviews to press-correspondents and see her photos in all the 

papers. Nothing else than that could satisfy her. She had planned everything, even the lunch 

she would give at her house, especially in Loona Bimberton’s honour: a big tiger-skin would 

occupy most of the floor in the drawing-room and all the conversation. Besides, Mrs. 

Packletide had decided to give Loona Bimberton a tiger-claw broach for her next birthday. 

They say that the world is governed by hunger and by love. Ms. Packletide was an 

exception: her actions were governed by hatred of Loona Bimberton. 

Therefore Mrs. Packletide made up her mind. She went to India. Everything went on 

well. She offered a thousand rupees for the opportunity of shooting a tiger without much risk. 

It so happened that a neighbouring village was the favourite place visited by an old tiger: he 

was so old that he had given-up game-killing. He preferred smaller domestic animals.  

The villagers welcomed the prospect of earning a thousand rupees. All of them tried to 

help Mrs. Packletide. Children were placed on duty night and day on the outskirts of the local 

jungle to drive the tiger back if he tried to go away to some other place. And they left small 

goats there intentionally, so that the tiger should be satisfied with his present quarters. There 

was only one thing everybody was very much afraid of. The tiger was very old. What if he died 

before the day the lady was going to shoot him? When mothers carried their babies home 

through the jungle after the day’s work in the fields, they hushed their singing because they did 

not want to disturb the sleep of the old tiger. 

At last the great night arrived. Te moon was shining brightly and there were no clouds 

in the sky. The villagers had constructed a platform in a tree and Mrs. Packletide and her paid 

companion, Miss Mabbin, climbed onto it. A goat was tied at the correct distance. It was 

bleating so loudly that even a half-deaf tiger could hear it on a still night. With a rifle in her 

hands the brave sports-woman was waiting for the coming of the hunted animal. 

Then a loud shot was heard. It was followed by cries of joy from the platform. The 

great animal jumped to one side, then rolled over and was still. The tiger was dead. In a 

moment a crowd of excited natives appeared on the scene. They shouted so loudly that the glad 

news soon reached the village. Their triumph and joy fond an echo in the heart of Mrs. 

Packletide. With her mind’s eye she could see the dinner party in her house. The tiger-skin in 

the drawing-room, Loona Bimberton among the guests … It all seemed quite near now. 

[ “Mrs. Packletide's Tiger” by Saki (H.H. Munro ) ] 
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1. Mrs. Packletide was envious of Loona Bimberton.         T  /  F 

 

2. By giving lunch at her house, Mrs. Packletide had no other desire 

    but make people recognize and respect her as a high society lady.       T  /  F 

 

3. Mrs. Packletide would demonstrate her friendship for Loona Bimberton 

    by presenting her with a claw from the tiger she had killed.        T  /  F 

 

4. Mrs. Packletide’s life was ruled by a wide range of noble feelings.        T  /  F 

 

5. Mrs. Packletide aimed at shooting a tiger without any assistance 

     to prove her courage.             T  /  F 

 

6. The villagers did their best to help Mrs. Packletide accomplish her mission.       T  /  F 

 

7. The tiger was provided with good conditions to live through 

    until the day when Mrs. Packletide would shoot it.         T  /  F 

 

8. The goat was a suitable prey for the tiger to come to the appointed place.       T  /  F 

 

9. All the natives waited in their village for Mrs. Packletide to shoot the tiger.      T  /  F   

 

10. Mrs. Packletide felt fully satisfied with killing the animal.         T  /  F 

 

 

Part Three: USE OF ENGLISH 

Section one: CLOZE TEST 

Directions: Read the sentences below and for each gap circle the letter (A, B or C) of the 

word or phrase that best suits each space. Mark your answers on the answer sheet. 

 

1. The party were about to sit down at the table, when they saw Mr. Spattigue …...…. their 

house. 

A. heading for   B. approaching to  C. reaching to 

 

2. Go up and meet this woman, ……… some excuse and be back down here as soon as you 

can. 

A. do    B. make   C. say 

 

3. Why don’t we go to this ……… little restaurant with the wonderful river view? 

            A. charmful         B. charming    C. charmed 

 

4. On the way back I ………. to see some beautiful flowers and I just stopped to admire 

them. 

            A. occurred          B. happened                      C. found 

 

5. Nobody ……… Peter because he was wearing woman’s clothes. 

  A. recognized       B. knew                             C. acknowledged 
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6. They pointed a pistol at Mr. Wangstaff and made him …….... his hands. 

            A. raise                 B. rise                               C. arise 

 

7. I have made up my ………… about sending you away, and that’s final. 

            A. choice                B. decision                       C. mind 

 

8. I was out with him until midnight last night, so I expect him to be a bit ..….. today. 

A. later    B. late    C. lately 

 

9. The captain wasn’t sorry that their engagement had been …..…. .  

 A. broken off    B. broken down   C. broken out 

 

10. Though the explosion shattered the whole building, all people …….. to get out of the 

theatre unharmed. 

 A. managed   B. succeeded    C. achieved 

 

11. While exploring the cave system with a friend of …….. , we got as far as the seventh 

chamber. 

 A. mine   B. me    C. my    

 

12. She …….. out the money from her purse, her fingers trembling, her eyes fixed upon 

him. 

 A. summed    B. reckoned   C. counted 

 

13. He …….. not to care twopence for the opinion of his friends. 

 A. seems   B. looks like   C. resembles 

 

14. It was great in Australia  but I have never been so ……… in my life.  

 A. alone   B. lonely   C. solitary 

 

15. Every time whales dive beneath the ocean, they have to ………. their breath just like 

we do. 

 A. support    B. keep    C. hold 

 

16. Let me know when it would be …….... for you to come and visit your aunt. 

 A. comfortable   B. fitting    C. convenient 

 

17. You need the right qualifications to get a decent job these days and I’m just trying to 

…..…. my chances. 

 A. improve    B. approve    C. develop 

 

18. I like the sofa, but haven’t you got anything less ……….. , perhaps a bit smaller? 

 A. pricey    B. valuable   C. precious 

 

19. Dressing casually is a/an ………. of showing that I’m part of that team, too. 

A. mean   B. way    C. alternative 
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20. You will become more confident as you ……… knowledge and experience about your 

company. 

A. earn     B. gain    C. win 

 

21. I need to ……… at the airport about two hours before the flight to meet the engineer 

and the check the weather conditions.   

A. go    B. arrive    C. reach 

 

22. Before he was examined, the patient had to ……..... that he could pay the treatment. 

A. confirm    B. conform   C. confront 

 

23. You have to be very careful about train delays because that annoys ……… and costs 

the rail company money. 

A. customers   B. patients    C. passers-by 

 

24. After some hesitation about what to do in his free time, he finally chose to ……. tennis. 

A. take on    B. take up   C. take over    

 

25. Check the instructions to ………...  you are clear about exactly what you have to do. 

 A. assure    B. convince   C. ensure   

 

 

Section Two: ERROR IDENTIFICATION 

Directions: The sentence below contain an error in grammar or usage. The error is 

contained in one of the underlined parts of the sentence, circle the letter (A, B or C) of the 

underlined part that contains the error. Mark your answers on the answer sheet. 

  

1. In April 1997, the comet Hale Bopp made her closest approach to our sun and it  

                                                                                        A 
 caught the attention of professional and amateur astronomers alike.  

     B                                                                                               C 

 

2. When we got engaged ten years ago, you sweared that we wouldn’t have any secrets  

        A          B 

     from each other except, of course, official ones. 

         C 

 

3. Before you say anything more I think I would better tell you something about myself. 

   A        B     C 

 

4.  Prime Minister was reported to have been on the verge to resign after that scandal.  

                                      A                  B             C 

 

5.  I have to have everything explained me  at least three times before I do anything. 

    A            B                   C 
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Section three: SENTENCE COMPLETION 

Directions: For each of the sentences below, circle the letter (A, B or C) of the word or 

phrase that best completes its meaning. Mark your answers on the answer sheet. 

  

1. Now that your friend is gone, I can tell you something that has been on my mind ever 

since I first ……. you. 

A. met    B. have met   C. had met 

 

2. Dad, I think you are far …....  old to throw yourself on an adventure like that! 

A. so     B. too     C. very 

 

3. I spent …….. time in Brazil myself, so we have a great deal in common. 

 A. little    B. a little   C. few  

 

4. The only reason …….. he is agreeing with me now is because he thinks he is going to 

make more money by having me as a partner. 

 A. which   B. for     C. why 

 

5. Dona Lucia insisted on joining the tea party in the garden ….. Jack’s protest. 

 A. though    B. despite   C. against 

 

6. If the girls ….... that their guardian was in Oxford, they wouldn’t have come to Peter’s 

place.  

 A. knew   B. would have known  C. had known 

 

7. Maria denied …….. him as a particular friend of hers. 

 A. having      B. to have    C. to have had 

 

8. They couldn’t see anything in the caves, because their lamps weren’t …….. . 

 A. enough bright   B. bright enough  C. too bright 

 

9. When he first started diving, he was quite keen to test his …….. . 

 A. equipments   B. pieces of equipments     C. equipment 

 

10. I could visit a mall, look around a museum or go for a walk on the beach.  …..…. , I 

decided to go to a coffee bar. 

 A. Instead of    B. Instead    C. Despite 

 

 

  

 

Section Four: SENTENCE TRANSFORMATION 

Directions: Complete the second sentence so that it is as close as possible in meaning to 

the first one. Use the answer sheet. 

 

1. The maximum number of hours they let me fly any month is 100. 

The maximum hours I am………………………………………………………………… . 
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2. If you don’t express your feelings, you risk becoming more upset. 

Unless ……………………………………………………………………………………… . 

 

3. It was extremely amusing for them to see my photos, especially the ones of my family. 

They ……………………………………………………………………………………… . 

 

4. I wonder if the changes in the world will be so big for the next forty years. 

I wonder if there………………………………………………………………………….. . 

 

5. It’s a pity you didn’t attend Carla’s wedding ceremony. 

I wish you could …………………………………..……………………………………… .  

 

6. “I was interviewed by two people and they asked me lots of questions.” 

I told my friend that ………….………………………………………………………….. . 

 

7. I’ m so lucky to have that friend: he is the most reliable person in the world. 

I’m so lucky to have that friend: I can always ……………………………………..…… .  

 

8. Now that I have so many lessons to learn, it’s becoming much more difficult for me to 

keep a pet. 

The more lessons ………………………………………………………………………… . 

 

9. I am not angry anymore because I understand why they are doing it. 

If I ………………………………………………………………………………………… .. 

 

10. All scientists agree we cannot control the natural elements. 

Every……………………………………………………………………………………… . 

 

 

Part Four: WRITING 

 

Directions: In about 100-120 words write a composition on ONE of the following topics. 

Use the answer sheet. 

  

1. Write a story beginning with the following sentence: Last summer, my family decided 

to spend our holiday at sea. The first couple of days we had perfect weather but … 

 

2. Suppose you have a new classmate from a foreign country. How would you help 

him/her to settle in the new environment? 
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ММИИННИИССТТЕЕРРССТТВВОО  ННАА  ООББРРААЗЗООВВААННИИЕЕТТОО,,  ММЛЛААДДЕЕЖЖТТАА  ИИ  ННААУУККААТТАА  
 

REGIONAL OLYMPIAD IN ENGLISH - 2010 

Group One 
 

ANSWER SHEET 

 

Part Two 

Reading Comprehension 
 
1. T   /   F  

2. T   /   F 

3. T   /   F 

4. T   /   F 

5. T   /   F 

6. T   /   F 

7. T   /   F 

8. T   /   F 

9. T   /   F 

10. T   /   F 

 

Part Three: Use of English 
Section One: CLOZE TEST 

1. A    B    C     

2. A    B    C     

3. A    B    C     

4. A    B    C     

5. A    B    C     

6. A    B    C     

7. A    B    C     

8. A    B    C     

9. A    B    C     

10. A    B    C     

11. A    B    C     

12. A    B    C     

13. A    B    C     

14. A    B    C     

15. A    B    C     

16. A    B    C     

17. A    B    C     

18. A    B    C     

19. A    B    C     

20. A    B    C     

21. A    B    C     

22. A    B    C     

23. A    B    C     

24. A    B    C     

25. A    B    C     

 

Section Two: ERROR IDENTIFICATION 

1. A    B    C     

2. A    B    C     

3. A    B    C     

4. A    B    C     

5. A    B    C     
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Section Three: SENTENCE COMPLETION 

1. A    B    C     

2. A    B    C     

3. A    B    C     

4. A    B    C     

5. A    B    C     

6. A    B    C     

7. A    B    C     

8. A    B    C     

9. A    B    C     

10. A    B    C     

 

 

Section Four: SENTENCE TRANSFORMATION 

 

1. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

2. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

3. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

4. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

5. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

6. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

7. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

8. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

9. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

10. ……………………………………...………………………………....................... . 

 

 

Part Four: Writing  
 

Topic 1  /  Topic 2  (Please underline to indicate your choice.) 

 

 

 

 

 
 


